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Abstract A good understanding of radiation fluxes is important for calculating energy, and hence, mass exchange at
glacier surfaces. This study evaluates incoming longwave
radiation measured at two nearby glacier stations in the high
Andes of the Norte Chico region of Chile. These data are the
first published records of atmospheric longwave radiation
measurements in this region. Nine previously published
optimised parameterisations for clear sky emissivity all produced results with a root mean square error (RMSE) ~20 W
m−2 and bias within ±5 W m−2, which is inline with findings
from other regions. Six optimised parameterisations for
incoming longwave in all sky conditions were trialled for
application to this site, five of which performed comparably
well with RMSE on daytime data <18 Wm−2 and bias
within ±6 Wm−2 when applied to the optimisation site and
RMSE <20 Wm−2 and bias within ±10 W m−2 when applied
to the validation site. The parameterisation proposed by
Mölg et al. (J Glaciol 55:292-302, 2009) was selected for
use in this region. Incorporating the proposed elevation
modification into the equation reduced the bias in the modelled incoming longwave radiation for the validation site. It
was found that applying the parameterisation optimised in
the original work at Kilimanjaro produced good results at
both the primary and validation site in this study, suggesting
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that this formulation may be robust for different high mountain regions.

1 Introduction
In both high latitude and high-altitude environments, radiation fluxes are typically the most important sources of
energy for ablation of snow and ice surfaces (e.g. Mölg
and Hardy 2004; van den Broeke et al. 2006; Hoffman et
al. 2008). While shortwave radiation has often been considered the dominant energy source, energy from incoming
longwave radiation (hereafter LWI) can match, or exceed,
that from incoming shortwave radiation during cloudy periods (Müller 1985; Granger and Gray 1990; Duguay 1993)
or when net shortwave radiation is low due to either highsurface albedo or low-incident solar radiation levels experienced in winter (Ambach 1974; Fassnacht et al. 2001). More
recent work has found that in many environments LWI
constitutes the greatest source of energy for snow and ice
melt (Ohmura 2001; Hock 2005; Sedlar and Hock 2009).
Therefore, LWI is an important component to measure, or
parameterise with care, when applying energy and mass
balance models to snow and ice surfaces.
In glacierised environments, logistical difficulties often
restrict the distribution and maintenance of weather stations,
as well as the type of instrument that can be installed, so
direct measurements of LWI are sparse. Physically based
calculations can be used to determine LWI based on atmospheric properties and theoretical emission values for water
vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone (e.g. Charlock and
Herman 1976). However, determining the effects of clouds
using a theoretical approach is a complex problem and so
physically based calculations of LWI are generally limited
to clear sky conditions. Instead, parameterisations for LWI
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have been developed to fit either clear sky conditions (e.g.
Brunt 1932; Brutsaert 1975; Satterland 1979), or all sky
conditions (e.g. Crawford and Duchon 1999; Sicart et al.
2006; Mölg et al. 2009), using a combination of air temperature, humidity and cloud cover variability or atmospheric
transmissivity. Recent work has explored optimising parameters at specific (e.g. Sicart et al. 2010) and multiple (e.g.
Flerchinger et al. 2009) locations, and has compared parameterisations for different sky conditions (e.g. Sedlar and
Hock 2009). Due to a lack of available meteorological data,
no previous study has identified which LWI parameterization
best suites the climatic conditions in the semiarid Andes. The
extreme and distinct climate setting of this high-altitude
region, characterised by intense solar radiation and a very
dry atmosphere punctuated by large changes in humidity,
warrants a detailed study of LWI parameterisation.
Although it is generally thought that LWI does not show
significant spatial variability at the local scale (Oke 1987),
any such variations would be important for distributed glacier energy balance modelling used to predict runoff from
glacierised catchments. Concurrent measurements from
multiple LWI sensors within a catchment are rare in highelevation regions, and due to the importance of LWI in the
energy balance, both the spatial and temporal variabilities of
measured LWI warrant further investigation.
Within the Pascua-Lama mining project area (29°S, 70°W)
in the Norte Chico region of Chile, meteorological data are
available from one to nine high-altitude (>3,500 m) automatic
weather stations (AWSs) since 1999. LWI has been measured
continuously at two stations installed on glacier surfaces
above 5,000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) since October 2008
(Table 1; Fig. 1). The data from these two stations provide
an opportunity to (1) understand how measured LWI
varies over relatively short distances (~1.5 km) and seasons, in the semiarid Andes, and (2) assess which all sky
Table 1 Configuration of the
AWS on each glacier, and the
mean (standard deviation)
recorded at each station during
the measurement period (October 2008–April 2011)

a

As estimated from a digital elevation model constructed using
Ikonos (2005) images in ArcGIS
9.3

b

Studies indicate that in cold
environments daily error is improved to ±5 % (van den Broeke
et al. 2004; van As et al. 2005)

LWI parameterisation is best suited for use in this region.
Addressing these points will provide a better understanding of the spatial and temporal variabilities of the energy
balance that dictate the rate of melt and sublimation over
glacier surfaces, and using measurements from the longest
on-site AWS record will enable the reconstruction of LWI
back to 1999. This extended record will be used in further
studies of glacier mass balance and catchment-scale meltwater discharge spanning the last decade.

2 Site and data description
In the upper Huasco Valley, the annual average relative
humidity remains below 40 % and clear skies predominate.
At 3,700 ma.s.l., 90 % of precipitation occurs between May
and August (Rabatel et al. 2011), although small precipitation events can occur at high elevation in the summer
(typically during January and February) due to convective
activity (Vuille and Keimig 2004). Temperatures peak between December and February and, at the elevation of the
lower limit of glaciation (4,112 ma.s.l.; Nicholson et al.
2010), monthly and annual mean temperatures are subzero, although positive temperatures are reached for a few
hours per day during summer (Rabatel et al. 2011). The
main ablation season is the austral summer (November–
April), which coincides with convective storms in the high
Andes (Vuille and Keimig 2004). These storms are characterised by thick cloud in the afternoon, which limits the
receipt of incoming shortwave radiation and increases the
relative importance of LWI as a positive flux in the energy
balance. Therefore, modelling longwave radiation receipt
during this period is crucial for obtaining reliable ablation
model results.

G-AWS

T1-AWS

5,317

5,226
0.97

Air temperature (Ta) and relative humidity (RH) sensor
Ta/RH sensor accuracy
Radiation sensor
Radiation sensor estimated accuracy on daily total
Ta/RH sensor height (m)
Radiation sensor height (m)
Air temperature (°C)

0.94
Vaisala HMP45
Ta 0.3°C; RH <3 %
Kipp & Zonen CNR1
±10 %b
1.6
1.6
−9.3 (5.6)

Relative humidity (%)
Wind speed (m s−1)
Incoming shortwave radiation (W m−2)
Incoming longwave radiation (W m−2)

40.4 (26.1)
9.3 (4.9)
313 (415)
171 (40)

42.3 (25.4)
6.6 (3.3)
304 (400)
181 (38)

Elevation (m.a.s.l.)
Sky view factora

2.3
1.3
−9.0 (5.7)
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Fig. 1 Ikonos image (2005) of
the upper Huasco river
catchment showing the location
of the automatic weather
stations (star) on Guanaco and
Toro 1 glaciers

This study uses 2.5 years of measurements from AWSs
located on two glaciers in the upper Huasco Valley, in the
semiarid Norte Chico region of Chile (Table 1; Fig. 1). The
primary study site is on Guanaco Glacier (29.34°S, 70.01°W,
4,985–5,350 ma.s.l.), which is a relatively large glacier for the
region (1.8 km2) and straddles the Chilean–Argentinian divide
(Nicholson et al. 2010). Secondary observations were made
on the Toro 1 Glacier (29.33°S, 70.02°W, 5,080–5,235 m
a.s.l.), ~1.5 km north of Guanaco Glacier. Toro 1 is a small
‘glacieret’ (0.06 km2) (as defined by Cogley et al. 2011);
however, for simplicity it is referred to as a ‘glacier’ in this
paper.
On both glaciers, the AWSs (hereafter G-AWS (Guanaco)
and T1-AWS (Toro 1)) are equipped with a Young anemometer, a naturally ventilated Kipp and Zonen CNR1 to measure
incoming and outgoing shortwave and longwave radiations,
and a naturally ventilated, shielded Vaisala HMP45 to measure air temperature and relative humidity (Table 1). Campbell

Scientific CR1000 data loggers scan each variable at 10 s
intervals and record hourly averages. The quality of data
collected from unattended sensors in harsh environments can
suffer from a number of detrimental effects (Halldin and
Lindroth 1992; Philipona et al. 2004; van den Broeke et al.
2004) and careful quality control is required (Box et al. 2004).
In the data sets used here, all hourly averages were within
expected ranges, and comparison of values from the upper and
lower radiometers indicates that the readings were not adversely affected by snow cover or riming of the upper sensors
over the period of study. The accuracy of radiometers reported
from field studies varies depending on the instrument type and
study site. Studies from cold glacier sites show even unventilated CNR1 sensors to have a daily total accuracy better than
±10 % (e.g. van den Broeke et al. 2004), while a study over
grass indicates a poorer performance (Michel et al. 2008). As
the AWS sensors were naturally ventilated, it is possible that
measurements are affected by solar heating under coincident
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high-solar radiation and low-wind conditions (Georges
and Kaser 2002). However, as mean wind speed is in
excess of 9 ms−1 with 80 % of all hourly mean wind
speed >5 ms−1 and only 11 % <3.5 ms−1, the problem
is likely to be minimal at this site, and consequently no
corrections were applied to the temperature or relative
humidity data. The maximum effect of solar heating on
longwave radiation measured by the CNR1 is 25 Wm−2
at 1,000 W m−2 solar irradiance (Campbell Scientific
2011). In the absence of shaded measurements required
for formal correction of any solar heating effects, no
window heating offset correction was applied. Water
and ice saturation vapour pressure was calculated from
the measured relative humidity and air temperature using the Magnus Teten equation (Murray 1967) over ice
for air temperatures <0°C and Sonntag’s equation
(1990) over water for air temperatures >0°C.

atmosphere, which may cause these values to differ (Aase
and Idso 1978; Yamanouchi and Kawaguchi 1984; Mölg et
al. 2009; Sicart et al. 2010) or even limit the applicability of
Eq. 2 (Marks and Dozier 1979). Nine of the most commonly
used previously published clear sky emissivity parameterizations were selected for testing; optimised using data from
G-AWS daytime, clear sky conditions were identified as
those times when measured incoming shortwave radiation
was equal to the theoretical maximum calculated for the
surface elevation of the site and assuming unpolluted air
conditions (Lhomme et. al. 2007; see Section 3.2 for more
details). For these times clear sky emissivity was computed
using each of the nine parameterizations, optimised by minimising the root mean square error (RMSE) between the
parameterized εcs and that computed from measured LWI
and air temperature (Eq. 2). The performance of the nine
parameterisations is assessed on the basis of their RMSE and
bias.

3 Methodology for assessing parameterisations
of incoming longwave radiation

3.2 Cloud emission factor

Assuming no additional input from the surrounding terrain,
which, given the very high sky view factors at the AWS sites
(Table 1) is likely to be negligible, LWI received at the
surface (L↓) can be described by:
L #¼ "cs ðT ; eÞσT 4 F

ð1Þ

where εcs is the clear sky emissivity, dependent on air
temperature, T (in Kelvin), and vapour pressure, e (in hectopascals), of the air near the ground, σ is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant (5.67×10−8 W m−2 K−4) and F≥1 is
the cloud emission factor (Sicart et al. 2010). F01 indicates
clear sky conditions and no effect from clouds, while F>1
indicates an increase in emissivity caused by clouds. Nearsurface air temperature and vapour pressure are measured at
the site and thus the two unknown factors in Eq. 1 are the
clear sky emissivity and the cloud emission factor.
3.1 Clear sky atmospheric emissivity
Clear sky atmospheric emissivity can be approximated from
measurements of air temperature, vapour pressure or both
(Brutsaert 1982). One of the most commonly used algorithms is that of Brutsaert (1975):
 e m
L#
¼
"
¼
C
ð2Þ
cs
σT 4
T
where typical values of C and m for a standard mid-latitude
atmosphere are 1.24 and 1/7, respectively (Brutsaert 1975).
On glacier surfaces, the parameterisations should account for
thermal inversion and cold temperatures, and, at high altitudes, parameterisations should also account for the thin

Different parameterisations for all sky LWI formulate the
cloud emission factor (Eq. 1) in a variety of ways, all of
which are represented by a combination of any, or all, of the
following: effective cloud cover fraction, bulk atmospheric
transmissivity, relative humidity, and vapour pressure.
However, the majority of commonly used parameterizations
include either effective cloud cover fraction or bulk atmospheric transmissivity (e.g. Maykut and Church 1973; Sicart
et al. 2006, 2010).
If no cloud cover fraction measurements are available, the
effective cloud cover fraction is generally calculated using
formulations similar to Beer’s law (e.g. Crawford and
Duchon 1999; Lhomme et al. 2007; Mölg et al. 2009). In this
study, the effective cloud cover fraction (neff) was derived as:
neff ¼ 1 

SWI
S0

ð3Þ

where SWI is the amount of measured incoming shortwave
radiation, where S0 is the theoretical receipt of shortwave
radiation under clear sky conditions at the surface following
Lhomme et al. (2007). Clear sky conditions are defined as
neff 00 while neff >0 represents a degree of cloudiness.
Bulk atmospheric transmissivity (τatm) can also be used
to infer a cloud cover index (e.g. Sicart et al. 2010) and can
be calculated using:
t atm ¼

SWI
Sextra

ð4Þ

where SWI is the amount of measured incoming shortwave
radiation, and Sextra is the amount of clear sky shortwave
radiation received at the top of the atmosphere (Sicart et al.
2010).
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These two derived variables form the basis for computing
the cloud emission factor. An alternative means to compute
LWI for all sky conditions is to circumvent the use of a
cloud emission factor and instead to develop a unique relationship based on other primary near-surface atmospheric
properties (e.g. Mölg et al. 2008).
The G-AWS data were used to evaluate six published
parameterisations of LWI for all sky conditions, developed
for multiple uses including other high elevation, glacier
studies and agricultural studies. It should be noted that the
parameterisations used here do not encompass all previously
published parameterizations but represent either the most
commonly applied, or those developed specifically for
high-altitude environments, which is the focus of this work.
For the primary analysis, the parameterisations were
assessed using daytime data (1000–1700 hours) as some of
the parameterisations require effective cloud cover, which is
unknown for nocturnal hours. The optimised parameterisations were subsequently tested using data for all hours. As
this study is concerned with assessing longwave parameterisations and not nocturnal cloud cover interpolation methods, no interpolation was used during the parameterisation
testing, and in the second set of computations we assume
cloud-free skies during the night, with the implication that
parameterisations using an effective cloud cover will underestimate LWI during cloudy nights. A short discussion of
the impact of using linear interpolation to estimate night-

4 Measured meteorological conditions and LWI
4.1 Meteorological conditions
Figure 2 shows the daily averages of key meteorological
parameters measured at G-AWS from 9 October 2008–30
April 2011. Seasonal variations in meteorological conditions are governed by the receipt of shortwave radiation,
which is persistently close to the theoretical site maximum.
Cloud cover is episodic and largely restricted to isolated
convective storm events during the summer months and
frontal precipitation events in the winter months (Kull et
al. 2002). Air temperature for almost all days is sub-zero and
the relative humidity is low (Fig. 2), which means that the
potential evaporation rate is high. Wind speeds are relatively
constant throughout the year with means (± standard deviation) of 9.3±4.9 ms−1 at G-AWS and 6.6±3.3 ms−1 at T1AWS during the study period (Table 1). Hourly temperatures at G-AWS vary between −29.4 to 7.6°C, with an
average of −9.3°C, and at T1-AWS, temperatures vary
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Fig. 2 Daily (24 h) average
meteorological measurements
at G-AWS from 9 October 2008
to 30 April 2011. The panels
show (from the top) relative
humidity (RH), air temperature
(T), wind speed (v), incoming
shortwave radiation (SWI)
showing the theoretical maximum SWI at surface (grey) and
measured SWI (black), LWI and
LWI/SWI with unity highlighted
in grey dashed line

time cloud cover is given in Section 4.5. The models were
assessed on the basis of their RMSE and bias and were
subsequently applied to 2.5 years of data from T1-AWS as
a validation site. Based on these results, an overall best
parameterisation was selected.
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4.2 Measured incoming longwave radiation at G-AWS
LWI is generally low due to the high altitude and prevalence
of clear sky conditions, but episodic cloud cover results in
LWI receipts of up to twice that of clear sky conditions
(Fig. 2) and in excess of the mean daily incoming shortwave
radiation for those days. Over the whole 2.5-year study
period, correlations between measured LWI and air temperature, vapour pressure and effective cloud cover are 0.023,
0.397 and 0.483, respectively (all significant at p<0.001),
which indicate that LWI variability at the site is mainly
driven by atmospheric moisture. Hence this site, with its
thin and dry atmosphere owing to the high altitude, is likely
to be sensitive to small vapour pressure and cloud cover
variations (e.g. Vuille and Keimig 2004).
Although there is a slight seasonal temperature dependency in the baseline LWI (Fig. 2), the lack of seasonality in
the humidity record means that monthly mean LWI varies
little throughout the year from a minimum of 150 Wm−2 in
July to a maximum of 188 Wm−2 in February. The relatively
high mean LWI receipt during summer months is worthy of
further comment, as it coincides with the main ablation
season. High values of LWI are less a constant feature of
the summer months but are instead driven by thick cloud
cover accompanying the sporadic convective storm events
during summer (Kull et al. 2002). The storms come from the
eastern side of the Andes and are generally restricted to the
mid-late afternoon. We approximated the frequency of convective storms by counting the number of days having more
than 3 h of neff >0.30 during January and February, which
corresponds to the months with the highest frequency of
convective events. Based on this classification, convective
storms occurred at G-AWS on 32 % of peak summer days
between 2008 and 2011. The events were generally clustered in blocks of up to 9 days, and the highest occurrence
was in 2009, when 41 % of days recorded convective conditions. The elevated LWI receipt recorded during these
events (mean0224 Wm−2) provides a stark contrast to average summertime (NDJFMA) conditions at the site (summer mean0176 Wm−2). Driven by the minima in solar
radiation, the relative importance of LWI to the net radiation
budget is greatest during the winter months (MJJA), and
almost all instances when daily LWI exceed daily SWI
occur during these months (Fig. 2).
4.3 Measured clear sky emissivity at G-AWS
Daylight hours identified as having clear sky conditions
(neff 00) were used to compute clear sky emissivity from

measured LWI (Eq. 2). Clear sky emissivities over the
whole measurement period typically range from 0.45 to
0.65 (Fig. 3), which is similar to dry season values from
other high altitude studies (Sicart et al. 2010) but lower than
values reported from glacier studies at lower altitudes where
both temperature and vapour pressure tend to be higher than
at G-AWS (e.g. clear sky emissivity values ranging between
0.6 and 0.85 were reported by Marty and Philipona (2000),
Sicart et al. (2006) and Sedlar and Hock (2009)).
4.4 Drivers of LWI
LWI variability is driven primarily by cloud cover variability and humidity (Section 4.2). As there is little seasonality
in humidity (Fig. 2), more detailed analysis of the drivers of
LWI variation was based on data from daylight hours subdivided into clear sky- (neff 00) and all sky conditions. On
average, the summer experienced more prevalent clear skies
than the winter. The months of March and April experienced
clear sky conditions for >80 % of all the daylight hours, and
although June was the month with the least frequent occurrence of clear sky hours in daylight, >50 % of all daylight
hours had clear sky conditions (Fig. 4).
For all clear sky hours, correlations between measured
LWI and air temperature and vapour pressure (Table 2) indicate that under clear sky conditions the temperature slightly
dominates the effect of vapour pressure in determining LWI
1

0.9

0.8

Emissivity

between −30.2 to 5.9°C with an average of −9.0°C. Mean
hourly relative humidity at G-AWS (40±26 %) is slightly
lower than at T1-AWS (42±25 %).
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Vapor pressure/Air temperature (hPa K−1)
Fig. 3 Atmospheric emissivity (LWI/σTa4) versus the ratio of vapour
pressure to air temperature for all daytime hourly clear sky values from
9 October 2008 to 30 April 2011. Measurements are shown by dots,
and the solid line displays the result of Eq. 2, using C01.24 and m01/
7. The large outliers are related to conditions where the emissivity is
high, and the vapour pressure also increases, but not at the same
relative magnitude
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Fig. 4 Monthly frequency of clear and cloudy sky conditions for
daylight hours at G-AWS for the whole study period

fluctuations. However, whenever skies are cloudy the temperature effect is dominated by the impact of the clouds
themselves and the vapour content of the atmosphere.
These correlation analyses were repeated after separating
the clear and cloudy sky hours into winter (MJJASO) and
summer (NDJFMA) months (Table 2). Under clear sky conditions, the season does not significantly alter the correlations from the mean of the whole period, although for the
first part of the study period, air temperature shows a weaker
correlation with measured LWI during clear skies than in the
latter part of the study period. Under cloudy skies, air temperature shows essentially no relationship to measured LWI
except for in the first summer season sampled, and correlations under cloudy skies are all weaker in winter than in
summer.
To calculate energy exchange at the surface, it is important to know if net incoming radiation increases or decreases
with cloud formation (Ambach 1974). To assess this, total
incoming all wave radiation and net all wave radiation were
compared for clear sky and cloudy times. For the daylight
hours of the whole study period, the mean incoming all
wave radiation under clear skies is 1,082 Wm−2, while

under cloudy skies it is 766 Wm−2. Comparatively, the net
radiation under clear skies is 390 Wm−2 compared with
198 Wm−2 under cloudy conditions. The summer and winter seasons experience sizeable differences in incoming
shortwave radiation (Fig. 2) and in the net shortwave radiation, which is also related to seasonal variations in albedo.
The surface albedo fluctuates between approximately 0.35–
0.45 for an ice surface and up to 0.85 for a fresh snow
surface. The difference between net radiation under clear
sky and cloudy sky conditions remains relatively constant
(Table 3). This indicates that at this site daytime net radiation tends to decrease under cloud-covered skies compared
with clear skies. More detailed analysis of this topic in
conjunction with analysis of albedo is the subject of a
forthcoming paper.
4.5 Comparison of the LWI at the two sites
Over the 2.5 years of hourly measurements, a Student’s
t test determined that LWI is significantly (p<0.001)
different between the G-AWS and T1-AWS, with LWI
being ~10 W m −2 higher at T1-AWS than G-AWS
(Fig. 5; 95 % confidence interval 9.8–10.0 Wm−2). As
the sensors were not subjected to an inter-comparison
prior to deployment, it is difficult to assess if this
difference is real or associated with bias between the
instruments. However, as the instrument accuracy errors
(typically <10 % on daily totals; Table 1) are based on
random errors, the bias between the two stations cannot
be ascribed to the instrument accuracy. Further analysis
was undertaken to test this apparent difference in LWI
measurements between the two stations on the basis that
the accuracy of these sensors in cold conditions has
been shown to be better than the accuracy claimed by
the manufacturer (van den Broeke et al. 2004; van As et
al. 2005).
The sky view factors, which indicate differing radiative
contributions from the surrounding topography, are close to

Table 2 Correlation analyses (p<0.001 unless stated) between measured LWI and air temperature (Ta), vapour pressure (ea) and effective cloud
cover (neff) for all the study period and separated by season
Time period

Whole study period 10/2008–04/2011
Summer 2008/09
Winter 2009
Summer 2009/10
Winter 2010
Summer 2010/11

Clear hours (%)

70
74
62
72
67
76

Correlation (r) clear skies

Correlation (r) cloudy skies

LWI and Ta

LWI and ea

LWI and Ta

LWI and ea

LWI and neff

0.604
0.465
0.494
0.643
0.600
0.607

0.484
0.490
0.432
0.491
0.452
0.538

0.019
0.03
0.001 (p00.480)
0.001 (p00.598)
0.007 (p00.070)
0.012 (p00.044)

0.337
0.516
0.216
0.315
0.235
0.355

0.421
0.685
0.367
0.630
0.353
0.507

The second column indicates the percent of daytime hours which were classified as clear sky per season
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Table 3 Comparison of mean
all wave radiation measured
during daylight hours in the
sampled seasons

Season

Incoming all wave radiation
(W m−2)

Net all wave radiation
(W m−2)

Difference
(W m−2)

Clear sky

Cloudy sky

Clear sky

Cloudy sky

Clear–cloudy

Summer 2008/09
Winter 2009

1,255
949

990
612

476
266

286
119

190
147

Summer 2009/10

1,141

891

423

273

150

Winter 2010
Summer 2010/11

908
1,176

655
877

258
450

119
247

139
203

unity and hence unlikely to account for the observed offset
in LWI (Table 1). Instead, these results may indicate spatial
variation in LWI receipt across the catchment related to
differences in air temperature and vapour pressure due to
the elevation difference (Gabathuler et al. 2001; Marty et al.
2002; Mölg et al. 2009), or to local scale variations in cloud
cover, both of which would have implications for distributed
energy balance modelling. To test this, differences in LWI
were compared with differences in cloud cover, air temperature and vapour pressure between the two stations. Over
the length of the record, both effective cloud cover and
vapour pressure differences were significantly correlated
with differences in LWI between the two sites (r00.48 (p
<0.001) and r00.39 (p<0.001), respectively). Separating
clear and cloudy conditions showed that the difference in
LWI was slightly greater under clear sky conditions, which
suggests contribution from an elevation-dependent effect as
well as local cloud variations.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of daily average LWI measured at G-AWS and T1AWS from 10 October 2008 to 30 April 2011. Points that are far off the
1:1 line may indicate different cloud cover at the two sites, but in
general increasing LWI associated with cloud cover results in convergence of the measurements

5 Evaluation of parameterisations
5.1 Clear sky emissivity parameterisations for G-AWS
Results of the error analysis on the nine parameterisations
tested here (Table 4) showed that the parameterisation of
Brutsaert (1975) produced the best fit using the previously
published parameter values (cf Fig. 3). Optimisation greatly
improved the parameterisations of Ångström (1918), Brunt
(1932), Swinbank (1963), Satterland (1979), Idso (1981),
Prata (1996) and Dilley and O’Brien (1998), while that of
Brutsaert (1975) remained relatively unchanged (Table 4).
Consequently, the optimised parameterisations all performed comparably well and match the performance of the
standard formula of Brutsaert. This convergence of performance across the variety of clear sky emissivity parameterisations was also found in a study on a Swedish glacier
(Sedlar and Hock 2009).
The parameterisation of Brutsaert (1975) was selected to
compute atmospheric emissivity in subsequent all sky LWI
parameterisations, as it has been more widely used in the
literature than the other models that performed equally well.
The optimised C value was 1.28, which is higher than that
used traditionally, and higher than values used at other highelevation sites (e.g. Lhomme et al. 2007; Mölg et al. 2009;
Sicart et al. 2010). As a further test of this optimised parameter, the optimisation was rerun using the first half of the
data set and validated with the second half of the hourly,
clear sky values. The optimal C value for the first half of the
data was again 1.28, but the validation showed that the
RMSE does not improve compared with using the traditional C value of 1.24. As there is no physical basis to increase
the value of C, and because there is no significant model
improvement via optimisation, the original value of C01.24
was retained for the LWI analysis.
If the clear sky parameterisation of Brutsaert (1975) is
used to calculate LWI for the whole period, hourly all-day
parameterized LWI is underestimated by 19 Wm−2 on average, and for daytime values, LWI is underestimated by
21 Wm−2 on average (Table 5). This underestimation arises
because the enhancement of LWI by clouds is not taken into
account in the parameterization. For individual hours, the
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Table 4 Formulae to calculate clear sky atmospheric emissivity that were tested in this study
Source

Ångström (1918)
Brunt (1932)
Swinbank (1963)
Brutsaert (1975)
Satterland (1979)
Idso (1981)
Garratt (1992)
Prata (1996)
Dilley and O’Brien (1998)*

Parameterisation

"cs ¼ A þ B  10Cea
"cs ¼ A þ BeCa
2
"cs ¼ AT
a B1
ea
"cs ¼ ATa
 Ta 
"cs ¼ A 1  exp e2016
a
"cs ¼ A þ Bea exp 1500
Ta
"cs ¼ A þ BexpðCea Þ   

12 
ea
ea
exp

A
þ
B
46:5
"cs ¼ 1  1 þ46:5
Ta
6Ta qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LWIcs ¼ A þ B Teaa þ C 1:86 Teaa

Original
parameters

Optimised
parameters

Modelled LWI
(W m−2)

RMSE

Bias

RMSE

Bias

RMSE

Bias

0.14
0.12
0.13
0.08
0.13
0.17
0.17
0.36
0.14

0.11
0.09
0.09
−0.02
0.11
0.09
0.15
0.30
0.13

0.07
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.07

−0.00
−0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
−0.02
0.01
0.0

19
23
22
19
19
20
19
19
19

0
−3
0
0
1
0
−4
−2
0

All equations use Ta in Kelvin and ea in millibar. Parameters for optimisation are denoted by the capital letters A–C without subscripts. RMSE and
bias for modelled emissivity are given for the equation as published in the source article and after optimisation. For comparison with other studies,
we also show the error statistics on computed LWI for the clear sky conditions
a

The Dilley and O’Brien (1998) formula was optimised for clear sky LWI and then the emissivity was back-calculated using Eq. 2 for ease of
comparison with other parameterisations

underestimation can be as much as 120 Wm−2 and, in other
environments that are not so dominated by clear skies, the
mean discrepancy between the measured values and clear
sky modelled values can be expected to be greater (Sicart et
al. 2010). LWI computed by this method creates a standard
against which the added value of the parameterisations for
all sky conditions can be assessed.
5.2 All-condition LWI parameterisations and validation
Table 5 presents the results of RMSE and bias assessment of
LWI calculated using the clear sky parameterisation of
Brutsaert and six parameterisations for all sky conditions.
The primary results are for (1) daytime data from G-AWS,
which is the data set that has been used to optimise the
different parameterisation equations. Supplementary to this,
results are presented for each of the parameterisations applied to (2) all hourly data from G-AWS, to compare the
effect of including nocturnal values, (3) daytime only and
(4) all data from T1-AWS as a validation test for the optimised parameterisations.
As expected, all of the all sky LWI parameterisations
improve on LWI calculated using the clear sky method.
The parameterisation that circumvents the need for a cloud
emission factor (Mölg et al. 2008) performs worst of the six
all sky parameterisations in terms of RMSE but manages to
achieve zero bias because it systematically overestimates
when measured LWI is low and underestimates when measured LWI is high, suggesting that this formula does not
capture the variability of LWI in the upper Huasco Valley.
For the results based on the daytime G-AWS data, the
lowest RMSE was obtained by the formula of Crawford

and Duchon (1999), but this also had the largest bias. The
remaining parameterisations are all comparable in terms of
the RMSE and bias, with the formula of Mölg et al. (2009)
having the lowest RMSE. The inclusion or exclusion of
relative humidity data had little effect on the performance
of optimised parameterisations that compute the cloud emission factor using atmospheric transmissivity (Sicart et al.
2006).
Unsurprisingly, the RMSE for modelled LWI at G-AWS
increases with the inclusion of nocturnal hours for which
cloud cover is unknown and the performance of Maykut and
Church’s formula (1973) suffers most. When applied to the
secondary site, T1-AWS, the pattern of the performance of the
parameterisations remains the same as was found at G-AWS,
but the RMSE all increase slightly and a larger, consistently
negative bias is introduced. The resultant RMSE and bias
statistics of the five best performing parameterisations are
inline with those found in other studies (Sedlar and Hock
2009), suggesting that these parameterisations are robust for
applications in this region for which RMSE of ~10 % of the
mean value is tolerable. Including all data hours into the
analysis and assuming clear sky conditions at night for the
T1-AWS validation site resulted in a consistently more negative bias in all the LWI parameterisations.
On the basis of these comparisons, there is little to choose
between the performance of parameterisations from Sicart et
al. (2006) and Mölg et al. (2009). We chose to focus further
on the Mölg et al. (2009) parameterisation as it includes an
optional elevation-dependant effect and because it has performed acceptably in an environment dominated by periodic
development of thick convective cloud cover (Mölg et al.
2009). The improvement in modelled LWI gained by using

"cs σTa4


"cs σTa4 1 þ AnBeff



"cs σTa4 1  nAeff þ BnAeff σTa4

"cs σTa4 ðA þ BRH þ Ct atm Þ



"cs σTa4 A þ Bt Catm

A þ BTa þ Cea þ DTa2  ETa ea þ Fe2a



"cs σTa4 A þ Bneff þ Cn2eff þ Dn3eff

Brutsaert (1975) clear sky
Maykut and Church (1973)

Crawford and Duchon (1999)

Sicart et al. (2006)

Sicart et al. (2006)

Mölg et al. (2008)

Mölg et al. (2009)

D01.039 (1.3393)

C01.603 (-2.6560)

F00.010 (14.9242)
A00.756 (1.0603)
B01.715 (1.9040)

D00.075 (0.1232)
E00.026 (−5.9170)

C06.631 (1,562.6514)

A00.600 (0.22)
B00.450 (2.75)
A00.677 (4)
B00.990 (0.952)
A01.934 (1)
B0−0.060 (0.44)
C0−0.868 (−0.18)
A01.659 (1.5)
B0−0.617 (−7/8)
Ca 02 (2)
A04,950.589 (6,854.2904)
B038.044 (−58.0435)

Optimised parameter (original)

17.2

23.6

17.3

17.8

15.6

37.1
17.5

1.3

0.0

1.3

1.2

−6.0

−21.0
−4.5

25.4

52.3

25.3

25.5

24.0

39.7
45.5

2.0

−34.9

1.9

0.2

−4.5

−19.2
−3.1

18.3

29.6

18.3

18.6

17.8

39.5
19.5

RMSE

RMSE

RMSE

Bias

Daytime

All data

Daytime
Bias

T1-AWS

G-AWS

−2.0

−19.6

−2.3

−4.0

−9.2

−26.5
−5.2

Bias

24.5

57.6

24.5

25.1

24.5

42.1
25.5

RMSE

All data

−3.7

−44.2

−3.9

−5.8

−10.5

−26.0
−8.2

Bias

a

This equation was optimised using linear powers in keeping with the original formula use

ea is water vapour pressure [in hectopascal], Ta is air temperature [in Kelvin]; neff is effective cloud cover fraction; τatm is atmospheric transmissivity, εcs is clear sky emissivity (Eq. 2 (Brutsaert 1975)
with C01.24 and m01/7). Parameters denoted by capital letters A–F were optimised (to 3 decimal places), and the values used in the source study are given in parenthesis

LWI parameterization

Source

Table 5 RMSE and bias (both W m−2) results of LWI parameterisations trialled at both sites in this study
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an all sky parameterisation is further illustrated in Fig. 6a, b.
The clear sky parameterization of Brutsaert (1975) shows
increasing negative discrepancy between modelled and
measured LWI as measured LWI increases (Fig. 6a), while
LWI modelled with the Mölg et al. (2009) parameterisation
for G-AWS are closer to the measured values, but with a
tendency to slightly overestimate LWI in high LWI conditions, and with residual error being largest in the mid-range
of measured LWI, when partial cloud cover is the likely sky
condition (Fig. 6b).
5.3 Elevation dependency of LWI
In order to investigate the potential elevation dependency of
LWI at this site, the alternative elevation-dependent parameterization proposed by Mölg et al. (2009) was used, where
the optimised cloud emission factor is modified by a denominator incorporating the ratio of mean air pressure at the
computation site (Pa) to the mean air pressure at the reference site. Pressure was not measured at the two AWS
locations but derived from standard atmospheric pressure
for the station elevations giving a pressure level of 550 and
540 hPa at T1-AWS and G-AWS, respectively. This modified parameterisation was applied to the T1-AWS site and,
for comparison, so was the original algorithm from Mölg et
al. (2009), optimised for the reference site in their study
(5,873 m on Kibo, Kilimanjaro with mean air pressure of
502 hPa):

1:0603 þ 1:9040neff  2:6560n2eff þ 1:3393n3eff
P

a
1 þ neff 502
1

Comparison of the error properties of the parameterisation
remain the same when substituting the locally optimised algorithm with Eq. 5 (Fig. 6b, c) and when applied to the
validation site. For the daytime data at T1-AWS, this original
elevation-dependent parameterisation (Eq. 5) outperforms the
version that was optimised using local data from G-AWS and
in fact performs the best of all the parameterisations tested for
the validation data set. The performance of Eq. 5 applied to
T1-AWS is the same as the RMSE if the parameterisation is
optimised directly with data from the T1-AWS station (RMSE
17.8 Wm−2; bias 1.5 Wm−2). The observed difference in
measured mean LWI for daylight hours of 10 Wm−2 between
G-AWS (181 Wm−2) and T1-AWS (191 Wm−2) is well simulated by both versions of the pressure-modified parameterisation, with computed daytime mean LWI of 183 and 189
regardless of whether the model was optimised at G-AWS or
Kibo (Table 6). Furthermore, the results of applying Eq. 5 to
data from G-AWS perform comparably well with all of the
five best optimised all sky parameterisations reported in
Table 5, although understandably not quite as well as the
version optimised for this site. This suggests that Eq. 5 could
be used without local optimisation to calculate LWI in this
environment. For spatially distributed energy balance modelling over glaciers in this region, the use of Eq. 5 has the added
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Fig. 6 Comparison of
measured and modelled LWI
for daytime values (black) and
the corresponding error as a
function of measured LWI
(grey) for a G-AWS using the
clear sky computation of Brutsaert (1975); b G-AWS using
the optimised all sky parameterisation of Mölg et al. (2009)
without any elevation correction; c G-AWS; and d T1-AWS
using the all sky parameterisation of Mölg et al. (2009) without any localised optimisation,
but modified for the elevation
of the respective sites
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Table 6 RMSE (in watts per square metre) and bias (in watts per
square metre) results for LWI computed using an elevation corrected
version of the locally optimised model of Mölg et al. (2009) and the
Parameterisation

original version of the model, optimised with data collected near the
summit of Kibo, Kilimanjaro

G-AWS; daytime
data

G-AWS; all
data

T1-AWS; daytime
data

T1-AWS; all
data

RMSE

Bias

RMSE

Bias

RMSE

Bias

RMSE

Bias

Mölg et al. (2009) optimised at G-AWS
Mölg et al. (2009) optimised at G-AWS+elevation correction

(17.2)

(1.3)

(25.4)

(2.0)

(18.3)
18.6

(−2.0)
−1.4

(24.5)
24.6

(−3.7)
−3.2

Molg et al. (2009) optimised at Kibo (i.e. Eq. 5)

17.8

2.6

26.2

5.2

17.9

−1.4

24.4

−2.8

Values in parentheses are the same as the results presented in Table 5 and are repeated here solely to ease comparison

advantage of incorporating an elevation-dependent component which may be significant as the glaciers in this region
span a wide elevation range (4,000–6,000 ma.s.l.; Nicholson
et al. 2010), and measurements suggest that vertical gradients
in temperature and vapour pressure at this site could be higher
than those observed in other regions (Marty et al. 2002).
5.4 Applicability of Mölg et al. parameterisation to periods
of summer storm cloud development
LWI is strongly dependent on the cloud cover conditions
(Section 4.2), and hence, during cloudy times, LWI can be
expected to play a more important role in the surface energy
balance that dictates the rate of sublimation and melt of snow
and ice surfaces. As summer is the main ablation season in the
semiarid Andes, it is important to determine if the LWI
parameterisation performs well during times of summer cloud
development. For this purpose, the application of the
elevation-dependent parameterisation optimised at Kibo
(Equation 5; Mölg et al. 2009) was analysed separately for
G-AWS for January 2010, which experienced the greatest
cloud cover during the 2.5-year period studied (Fig. 2). For
daytime values during this month, the model generally overestimates LWI with a bias of 11.7 Wm−2 compared to only
2.6 Wm−2 for the whole 2.5-year period. This results from the
tendency of the parameterisation to overestimate when LWI is
high, such as under very cloudy summer skies (Figs. 6c and 7).
However, the RMSE (19.5 Wm−2) is within the error of the
measurements and similar to model performance reported in
other studies (Flerchinger et al. 2009). Moreover the hourly
variations capture well the main features of the measured LWI
(Fig. 7), indicating that the parameterisation of Mölg et al.
(2009) adequately characterises longwave radiation receipt
even during thick cloud conditions which characterise summer
convective events.
5.5 Interpolation of nocturnal cloud cover
Due to the absence of reliable information on night-time
cloud cover in the extended meteorological records at the

site, parameterisations have been primarily evaluated on the
basis of calculated and measured LWI during daylight
hours. For the ‘all-day’ data analysis, nocturnal cloud cover
was assumed to be zero, although this is unlikely to be the
case for the whole data set. However, the incorporation of a
nocturnal cloud factor is unlikely to make a significant
difference during the summer months, when cloud events
are caused by convective storms, as Vuille and Keimig
(2004) found that for the region between 15°–30°S, cold
convective clouds (i.e. convective events that occur between
midnight and early afternoon) occur only for 2–3 days each
summer.
A potential improvement on our approach is to estimate
nocturnal cloud cover by linearly interpolating cloud cover
between sunset and sunrise Klok and Oerlemans (2004), but
doing so had very little impact on the error statistics of LWI
parameterised using Eq. 5 (Mölg et al. 2009) for either the
G-AWS or T1-AWS (Guanaco: RMSE 25.8 Wm-2, bias
3.4 Wm−2; Toro 1: RMSE 24.4 Wm−2, bias −2.8 Wm−2).

6 Discussion and conclusions
The incident radiation in the upper Huasco Valley is typically dominated by solar radiation under predominantly
clear sky conditions. On a daily scale, LWI contributions
to the all wave incident surface radiation can only exceed
the solar contribution during cloudy sky conditions within
the winter solar minima. However, overall, cloud formation
reduces all wave incident radiation even over snow and ice
surfaces in this environment.
LWI variability is dominated by cloud cover and humidity and, as the seasonal variation in these parameters is
weak, the seasonal oscillation of LWI is not pronounced as
it is in other regions, such as the tropical Andes (Sicart et al.
2010) and the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica (Hoffman
et al. 2008). Additionally, the average annual amount of
measured LWI is relatively low compared to most other
high-altitude environments. For example, Favier et al.
(2004) found that LWI averaged 272 Wm−2 over a glacier
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at 4,890 ma.s.l. in Ecuador and at 3,600 ma.s.l. in the upper
Swiss Alps, Marty et al. (2002) recorded an annual average
of approximately 220 W m −2 and Mölg et al. (2009)
recorded a mean value of 280 Wm−2 at 4,850 ma.s.l. over
Artesonraju Glacier, Perú. These sites are all located in
slightly warmer and wetter locations, where cloud formation
is more prevalent, hence raising the amount of LWI received
compared with the sites in this study. However, the average
value recorded was similar to that recorded by Mölg et al.
(2009) of 180 Wm−2 at 5,873 on Kibo, Tanzania and the
annual mean receipt of 176 Wm−2 recorded by Hoffman et
al. (2008) in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica. The
similarity in mean LWI receipt is likely due to the scarcity
of cloud cover in these locations during most of the year.
Whilst Kibo is in a tropical environment, the summit of
Kibo generally sits above the cloud line, making contributions from cloud emission minimal at this site, and the
topographic blocking of moist air from the Ross Sea near
the McMurdo Dry Valleys limits cloud formation due to low
vapour pressures. Comparatively, in the case at Guanaco
and Toro 1 glaciers, relatively dry conditions limit cloud
formation, which is similar to the case in the McMurdo Dry
Valleys.
Sky emissivity derived from measurements ranges from
0.4 to 1.0, with a median value of 0.56. In keeping with
previous findings (e.g. Sedlar and Hock 2009; Alados et al.
2012), all the clear sky emissivity parameterisations were
found to perform comparably well, with RMSE in the order
of 15 % after optimisation to the field data. The error
statistics on computed clear sky LWI using these formulas
are all ~20 Wm−2 with bias within ± 5 Wm−2 which is in the

same order, or better than, other studies (e.g. Sedlar and
Hock 2009; Flerchinger et al. 2009). No systematic difference in performance was evident between parameterisations
using only temperature, vapour pressure or a combination of
the two. This suggests that computations of LWI here can be
expected to be relatively insensitive to the choice of clear
sky emissivity parameterisation. This agrees with results
from Flerchinger et al. (2009), who found that several
unoptimised parameterizations could be used to calculate
clear sky emissivity for a wide range of environment types.
The optimised models presented in this study all generally
performed better than the unoptimised results presented in
Flerchinger et al. (2009). This suggests that whilst several
parameterisation forms may be used without much variation
to calculate clear sky emissivity, an exploration of sitespecific parameters should always be undertaken to assess
applicability (Alados et al. 2012).
LWI measured at sites separated by 1.5 km and ~90 m in
elevation showed a statistically significant offset equivalent
to a LWI lapse rate of −8 Wm−2 per 100 m. Although this
cannot be definitively attributed to the elevation difference
rather than sensor bias, previous findings support the interpretation that this could be real. Marty et al. (2002) found
that mean annual LWI decreased by 2.9 Wm−2 per 100 m
(3.3 Wm−2 per 100 m when considering only clear sky
conditions), between 370 and 3,580 ma.s.l. in the Swiss
Alps, which was explained by changes of temperature
(−5.5°C/km) and moisture content in the atmospheric column with elevation. Temperature and vapour pressure gradients are typically steeper at higher elevations (Mölg et al.
2009; Lhomme et al. 2007) and this is confirmed in the
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upper Huasco catchment on the basis of data from two offglacier stations (at 3,975 and 4,927 ma.s.l.) spanning a
wider elevation range, which indicate that vertical gradients
in air temperature and vapour pressure are −7.82°C/km and
−38 Pa/km, respectively. This mean temperature lapse rate is
larger than seasonal maximum lapse rates from other mountain areas (e.g. Kuhn et al. 1999; Brenning 2005). Thus, it
seems plausible that the strong temperature lapse rates observed at this study site may be sufficient to drive the
observed lapse rate in LWI, although further LWI measurements using inter-calibrated sensors spanning a greater elevation range within the catchment, and with comparable sky
view factors, would be required to conclusively demonstrate
any elevation dependency at this site.
Several parameterisations for LWI were trialled to determine which method is most suitable for use in the high Andes
of the Norte Chico region of Chile. All five of the tested all sky
LWI parameterisations based on clear sky emissivity and
modified by a cloud emission factor provided a robust method
for calculating LWI at this high-elevation site, with performance comparable to results from other studies made in
different environments (e.g. Lhomme et al. 2007; Sedlar and
Hock 2009; Alados et al. 2012). Their performance when
applied to the validation site also produced adequate results.
The all sky LWI parameterization that was based on fitting to
air temperature and vapour pressure (Mölg et al. 2008) rather
than using a cloud emission factor to modify clear sky LWI
performed poorly, suggesting that this approach may suffer
more from site specificity.
The results from all of the optimised formulas (Table 5)
performed better at this site than those reported in several
previous high altitude studies. For example, Flerchinger et
al. (2009) reported an RMSE of between 28.9 and 31.4 W
m−2 for a range of models applied to hourly data at Nagqu,
China (4,505 ma.s.l.). Their analysis included the original
form of the Crawford and Duchon (1999) model, but not
optimised parameterizations (they only optimised cloud corrections). Similarly, Mölg et al. (2009) report an RMSE of
27 W m−2 for hourly daytime data at Kersten Glacier,
Kilimanjaro (5,873 ma.s.l.) and an RMSE of 27 Wm−2 for
the elevation corrected model at Artesonraju Glacier, Perú
(4,860 m a.s.l.). Similarly, for hourly all-day data from
Zongo Glacier, Bolivia (5,873 m a.s.l.) and Artizana
Glacier, Ecuador (4,860 m a.s.l.), Sicart et al. (2010)
reported RMSE values of 34 and 29 Wm−2, respectively,
for their modified version of the Sicart et al. (2006) parameterization (fifth equation in Table 5). The relatively good
performance of all parameterizations at both G-AWS and TAWS suggests that many models can be used to model LWI
at this site, although models that include a cloud cover
approximation perform best.
The optimised parameterisation of Mölg et al. (2009)
was, by a very small margin, the best performing formula

on the basis of RMSE and bias (Table 5). A modification of
this formula to account for potential elevation differences
was applied to a lower elevation validation site and as a
result the magnitude of the negative bias in modelled LWI
was reduced, although the RMSE became slightly worse.
Application of the original elevation-dependent algorithm
presented by Mölg et al. (2009), i.e. without optimization of
the model coefficients, was found to perform satisfactorily
at the primary site (G-AWS) and even better at the validation
site (T1-AWS) than the locally optimised version of the
model. This suggests that Eq. 5, as published in Molg et
al. (2009), may be the most suitable parameterization to use
for reconstructing a long-term LWI record at our site, based
on measurements of air temperature, vapour pressure and
incoming solar radiation made at a nearby permanent AWS
since the year 1999. The assessed performance for this
parameterization will further allow its application for computing distributed LWI for the glacierised surfaces of the
upper Huasco catchment. Further work using an expanded
set of LWI measurements from different elevations should
confirm whether or not this model represents a universally
suitable formula for high mountains.
Subsequent work will focus on using the data from these
glaciological stations to examine the energy balances in
greater detail. Given the wealth of meteorological data collected within the Pascua-Lama mining project, the Mölg et
al. (2009) parameterisation could be used to produce a LWI
record extending back to 1999, thereby allowing the calculation of the energy balance for the surrounding glacier
surfaces over this period.
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